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"Never mind what others do; do better than yourself, beat your own record from
day to day, and you are a success." - William J. H. Boetcker
Tuesday, October 22, 2019
Printable Copy or Audio Version
Morning Summary: Stock traders have managed to push the S&P 500 through
the 3,000 milestone once again, putting it within 1% of its all-time closing high of
3,025.86 set back in late-July. The bullish trend is being led by hopes that 3rdquarter earnings season is not going to be the disaster that analysts have been
predicting. It feels to me like we are going to stay in this trading range near the
upper end of the channel. Even if the Fed disappoints and doesn't cut rates at its
end of October meeting I don't think the market gets hammered. Perhaps we see
a short term knee-jerk to the downside but I don't see a substantial massive
meltdown anytime soon. In fact, a couple of big names like JP Morgan and Coke
have posted amazing quarters. On the flip side, the weakest part of the market
this quarter has been the industrials. We will learn more about the tech sector
later this week. Today we’ll hear from big names like Harley Davidson, McDonald’s,
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Procter & Gamble, UPS, and Biogen. Snap and Chipotle will report after the close.
Tomorrow we will hear from Boeing, Caterpillar, Eli Lilly, and Waste Management
before the open. Microsoft, Tesla, PayPal, eBay, and Ford after the close. Twitter,
Amazon, Visa, Intel, Cerner, Tractor Supply, Comcast, and 3M report Thursday.
Goodyear and Verizon are a couple of the big names reporting on Friday. Investors
are still playing the waiting game on the trade front. U.S. officials say a trade deal
between the U.S. and China will be signed by the time the Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation (APEC) meetings take place in Chile on November 16 and 17, though
they admit there are still "outstanding issues." Another round of deputy-level
meetings took place yesterday and U.S. Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer is
expected to talk with Chinese negotiators again on Friday. There is talk that the
two sides have already started preliminary negotiations for "Phase 2" of the deal.
White House economic adviser Larry Kudlow says that the planned 15% tariffs set
to go into effect in early-December could be scrapped if negotiations continue to
go well. There is another possible wrinkle, however - China yesterday announced it
was seeking $2.4 billion in retaliatory sanctions against the United States for noncompliance with a World Trade Organization ruling in a case dating to the Obama
era. Whether this will impact the current negotiations remains to be seen. As for
the U.S.-Canada-Mexico trade deal (USMCA), the Trump administration is
continuing to press Congress to get it passed. The White House has been in talks
with Democrats for months to set up a floor vote but Democratic lawmakers say
that further tweaks are needed. Economic data today includes Richmond Fed
Manufacturing and Existing Home Sales. Home sales in August rose +1.3%, which
marked the strongest gain in over a year. However, analysts expect sales pulled
back slightly in September. Dallas Fed President Robert Kaplan is scheduled to
deliver comments at an international banking summit in Texas today. He's likely
the last Fed official to speak publicly before the central bank's next policy meeting
on October 29-30. The Fed is widely expected to lower their benchmark interest
rate for the third time, with the CME's FedWatch Tool giving a quarter point rate
cut a 93% probability. I remain conservatively bullish.
China Surpasses U.S. in Ranking of World's Wealthy: The number of
wealthy Chinese people has overtaken the number of rich Americans for the
first time in modern history, according to a report by Credit Suisse. The
bank’s annual wealth survey found there were 100 million Chinese people
among the world’s top 10% of richest people, compared with 99 million in
the U.S. The report says the “rapid transformation of China from an
emerging nation in transition to a fully fledged market economy” helped
create a record number of rich people. Personal savings of $109,430
(£83,630) are required to be part of the top 10% of the world’s richest
people. While China has overtaken America at this level, the US is still ahead
when it comes to the super-rich, accounting for 40% of the world’s
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millionaires. The number of dollar millionaires in the U.S. increased by
675,000 last year to 18.6 million. This means about one in 14 American
adults are considered a millionaire. In China, there are 4.4 million
millionaires, an increase of 158,000 from 2018, according to the report, and
10% of the global total. There are an estimated 1.1 billion adults in China.
Here in the U.S. there are approximately 330 million people with about 75
million of those under the age of 18.

Read more HERE.
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The Missing Housing Boom: By all accounts, the real estate market should
be experiencing a boom. The generation that's reaching prime home-buying
age is large by historic measures; mortgage rates are near historic lows;
housing price growth has slowed to a standstill; the unemployment rate is
the lowest it's been in 50 years; and wages are rising at the fastest pace in a
decade. Anyone who bought residential property in the last 40 years, even at
the height of a bubble, has been able to count on rising home values. But
those days may be over. In fact, the U.S. housing market has been stagnant
for the last 3 years and is beginning to turn lower, data shows. There is a
serious lack of qualified and/or interested buyers. And even with ultra-low
mortgage rates, prices are not falling enough to bring in new customers.
There is also an inventory problem. Not enough affordable single-family
homes are being constructed, and builders are focusing their efforts on large,
expensive projects, Robert Dietz, chief economist for the National Association
of Home Builders, argues. Declining worker productivity, labor shortages, and
regulatory costs also are putting a dent in housing supply. The combination
of inflated prices and overburdened Americans has translated to fewer home
sales today than in the year 2000. According to Maciej Skoczek, real estate
analyst at UBS Global Wealth Management, for typical homeowners, "wealth
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will not increase as fast as it did in previous years, as on average the growth
in property prices is close to an end." (Source: Axios)
"Joker" set to become Highest-Grossing R-rated Movie Ever: The movie "Joker" is based on the
origin story of Batman's adversary, and has now grossed +$750 million globally compared to the $783
million "Deadpool" earned worldwide in 2016. "Joker" has not yet been approved to get released in
China, but would likely need the green light there to be the first R-rated movie to reach $1 billion
globally. Over the course of just three weekends,"Joker", has become the most talked-about movie of
the year. From concerns over its depiction of extreme violence to wildly divisive reviews, it seems to be
getting a ton of press and debate. I haven't seen the movie and have no plans to go see the movie, it's
just not my thing. But most of my friends who have seen the flick have given it mixed reviews. (Source:
Business Insider)

Which Economies will Drive Global Growth? The global economy,
weighed down by tensions that have stalled international trade and elevated
uncertainty, is expected to see slower growth in the next half decade across
a wide swath of economies. Weaker global growth, expected to fall to 3%
this year and the slowest since the global financial crisis, will affect 90% of
the world, according to estimates released by the International Monetary
Fund. Which economies are the key players now and where will global growth
come from in five years? Bloomberg used International Monetary Fund
projections, adjusted for purchasing power parity, to identify these growth
engines. By 2024, China is expected to remain the dominant force. The U.S.,
while still expected to contribute a sizable portion to world growth, is
projected to fall to third place, after India. America’s share of global growth is
expected to slip from 13.8% to 9.2% by 2024, while India’s share is
projected to rise to 15.5% and eclipse the U.S. over this five-year period.
The IMF said new growth engines among the top 20 countries in five years
will include Turkey, Mexico, Pakistan and Saudi Arabia, while Spain, Poland,
Canada, and Vietnam drop out of the first 20. (Source: Bloomberg)
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Corn bears are considering the fact the USDA has bumped their weekly crop
condition estimate higher from 55% to 56% rated "Good-to-Excellent". The trade
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seemed to be anticipating a slight decline in overall conditions. The concern is the
fact that Nebraska's ratings were improved by +4%, Ohio ratings were improved
by +3%, Illinois and Indiana improves by +2%, Iowa, Minnesota, and Wisconsin
improved by +1%. The worry now is that the USDA might once again elect not to
lower its current yield forecast from the 168.4 average. Despite the recent round
of extreme winter weather to the North many producers are still harvesting better
than expected corn yields. I don't think the soybean yields have been better than
expected, but corn has outperformed expectations in many areas. I also have to
believe South American weather has become a bit less bullish as a few recent
showers of rain have temporarily eased some pain. I still believe the DEC19
contract is stuck in a trading range between $3.80 and $4.10 per bushel. We have
several extreme weather forecasts still brewing for the remainder of the U.S.
harvest so I suspect the downside will be fairly well supported, at least until South
American weather seems more certain. I also have to imagine the thought of the
Chinese coming in and buying corn, ethanol, and or DDGs might also be helping to
support the market in some capacity. I'm staying patient as both s spec and
producer.
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Soybeans bulls are a bit disappointed by the USDA electing to leave weekly
conditions "unchanged" at 54% rated "Good-to-Excellent" vs. 66% last year. The
trade seemed to be expecting a little decline in conditions based on some of the
more extreme weather. Conditions in both Kentucky and Missouri were raised by
+4%, Nebraska and Tennessee improved by +3%, Indiana, Ohio, and Michigan
improved by +2%, Illinois, Iowa, and Kansas improved +1%. The USDA also
showed a massive jump in the U.S. harvest from 26% last week to 46% this week
vs. 51% last year vs. 64% average. The biggest concern remains the Dakota's.
North Dakota is reported at just 20% harvested vs. what's historically 81%
harvested by this date. South Dakota is just 33% harvested vs. that's historically
7% harvested by this date. Minnesota just 42% harvest vs. what's historically
81% by this date. Stay tuned, as the U.S. weather could be soon offering up some
additional hurdles and headwinds for beans that remain in the fields. This market
is not only heavily debating U.S. production but also the uncertainties involving
Chinese trade. There are several bears inside the market that argue China might
be temporarily done buying U.S. now that negotiations have ended, pointing to the
fact Chinese buyers were most recently in the market buying a large dose of
Brazilian soybeans. I guess we will all be a bit smarter next month when we learn
the details that are discussed between President Trump and Chinese President Xi
at the APEC summit in Chile, which is scheduled for November 11-17. Technically,
the market seems comfortable trading nearby in the $9.20 to $9.50 range. Similar
to corn, as both a spec and a producer, I like the thought of remaining patient.
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Wheat traders are digesting mostly as expected results from the USDA's weekly
crop progress report. U.S. spring wheat is now reported at 96% harvested vs.
what is traditionally 100% harvested by this date. Montana still has 8% of its crop
left to harvest and North Dakota has about 5% left to harvest. Minnesota and
Washington are now almost completely finished. U.S. winter wheat planting is
reported higher from 65% to 77% complete vs. the historical average of 75% by
this date, which means we are now running slightly ahead of schedule. I still tend
to believe that without the help of the corn bulls and higher corn prices, the
burdensome global wheat balance sheet will work to keep a lid on an extended
rally. The good news is the downside should be somewhat supported as production
problems in parts of Argentina, Australia, portions of the Black Sea region, and
parts of eastern Europe could start to shrink record global surplus. I'm also hoping
the U.S. dollar will continue to weaken and perhaps bring about more macro
related fund interest in the space. As a spec, I might consider being a longer-term
bull on a pullback in price. As a producer, I want to stay patient in regard to
pricing my final bit of new-crop bushels. I am still focusing on trying to get some
early-2020 sales on the books.
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Fed cattle prices stalled last week and delivered a disappointing blow to the cash
bulls for now. Most of the south traded 108.00/CWT and the north trading a range
around 110.00/CWT. The trade was slow to develop in all areas and seems to be
sluggish after a 9.00-10.00/CWT rally over the last six weeks. Numbers of cattle
traded were much lighter which is a bit concerning as we begin to ponder what the
cash market will be like this week. Show list numbers were down to start this
week. The reduction in numbers on lists is a little curious after a lighter volume
week last week. However, it seems most of the industry is looking to get cattle into
November and basis the Dec19 LC. Chatter around today would indicate that
issues surrounding a short-term KS plant closure last week have mostly been
resolved. The slaughter was firm last week with a quite large Saturday kill despite
USDA reducing last week’s estimate by 3,000 head. There has been some talk
around packer forward contracts recently. This past week did see a sizeable
increase in new signings, keeping in mind that we remain well below yearly totals
from the last few years. Futures markets remain in an uptrend and managed to
grind out a higher close today after showing some fear on Friday. Friday did see 10
loads of steers delivered to Syracuse KS as a result of the negative -2.50/CWT
cash basis in the south. If basis were to remain negative additional deliveries
against Oct19 LC are likely. The technical setup in the market today is showing
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some slowing momentum and the rally may be getting a little long in the tooth.
Having said all of that, the CFTC COT data continue to show a modest noncommercial buyer on the long side and a more aggressive non-commercial short
that is liquidating at an average of 4,600 cars per week over the last four weeks.
This alone is enough to support the flat price action for now. Overall bulls still
being fueled by the futures action, larger protein shortage story and hopes of
robust demand. Bears are a little spooked by the potential of a seasonal fall break
and the exhausted/forced nature of the action as of late. Trey Warnock - Amarillo
Brokerage Company
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> Beyond Meat’s Sausage Sandwich to Land in 9,000 U.S. Dunkin’ Stores:
Bloomberg posted a story that details how Beyond Meat Inc., the faux-meat maker
that’s become a Wall Street darling, is announcing one of its biggest restaurant roll
outs yet. A sandwich featuring the company’s plant-based sausage will arrive in
more than 9,000 U.S. Dunkin’ restaurants beginning on Nov. 6. The nationwide
launch follows a successful trial run in Manhattan’s 163 locations over the past
three months. This fake meat thing is for real... make sure you are paying
attention. Read more at Bloomberg.
> EU Promises Retaliation Against Ag Tariffs: Following the move by the U.S.
Oct. 18 to apply countermeasures against imports from the European Union in
consequence of the World Trade Organization (WTO) Airbus dispute, Commissioner
for Trade Cecilia Malmström said the EU will proceed forward with its own
retaliation. “We regret the choice of the U.S. to move ahead with tariffs. This step
leaves us no alternative but to follow through in due course with our own tariffs in
the Boeing case, where the U.S. has been found in breach of WTO rules,”
Malmström said in a statement. The EU Commission said it will monitor the impact
of the announced U.S. countermeasures on the European products concerned,
notably in the agricultural sector. The U.S. imposed a 25% tariff on EU goods
include dairy products, French wine, pork, coffee, olives and single malt whiskey.
In a letter to the president, Randy Mooney, producer chairman of the National Milk
Producers Federation (NMPF), commended the administration for including cheeses
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from major EU exporters such as Italy, saying the U.S. must reject European
efforts to “deceive the United States about the reality of Transatlantic dairy trade.”
Mooney stated the U.S. is running a $1.5 billion dairy trade deficit with Europe
because of what he said is “unfair EU trade practices” that largely block U.S.
access to the EU market, while enjoying broad access to the U.S. Read more
HERE.
> Pesticide Fears are not Supported by Science: Consumers are concerned
about their exposure to pesticides through fruits and vegetables bought at the
grocery store, but that fear is not supported by scientific evidence. A new report
from the Council for Agricultural Science and Technology aims to reduce
consumers' worries about fruits and vegetables containing pesticide residues by
describing how information from complex risk assessments can be misinterpreted
in news stories and by consumer advocacy groups. The new CAST paper provides
an overview of how pesticides are used in crop production and their benefits in the
food production system. The authors also offer accurate evaluations of scientific
sources commonly used by media outlets and advocacy groups to shape consumer
advice. For example, results from U.S. federal regulatory monitoring programs are
common sources used by advocacy groups to provide advice to consumers, such
as what fruits and vegetables are most likely to contain pesticide residues.
However, their guidance is in contrast to the actual findings from these federal
programs, which often find most foods do not contain detectable amounts of
pesticides. The foods that do have traceable amounts contain so little, they are
considered harmless to human health. The paper, Interpreting Pesticide Residues
in Food, is available to download for free on CAST's website HERE.
> Scoular Expands Organic Assets: Scoular recently secured organic
certification for its facilities in Hershey, Nebraska, U.S., and Goodland, Kansas,
U.S. The company also has entered into an agreement with Jessen Wheat
Company of Pine Bluffs, Wyoming, U.S, to handle organic grain. According to
Scoular, for the last five years it has grown its organic grain handle at a pace more
than double the industry growth rate. Certified organic since 1995, Scoular said it
differentiates its operation by offering local farmers access to a nationwide organic
network. According to Sosland Publishing Company’s 2019 Grain & Milling Annual,
Scoular is the 10th largest company in North America in terms of grain storage
capacity at 131 million metric tons. (Source: World Grain)
> Farming During a Trade War: Marketplace has a series called My Economy,
which aims to tell the story of the new economic normal through the eyes of
people trying to make it. This week, they are out with Blake Hurst's story, who
farms in Northwest Missouri. He explains the role of agriculture in his community
and how the the trade war with China is impacting them: Two years ago, we sold
one in three bushels we raised – I mean, “we” meaning U.S agriculture – sold one
in three bushels we raised to China. And those sales have essentially gone away.
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Our town has 1,500 people, our county which is about 5,000 people living here, so
very low population, almost all of them dependent on agriculture in some way.
They work at the local seed dealership, they worked at the grain elevator, they
work at the ethanol plant. All those businesses have seen a drop in revenue and so
it just an economic burden on everybody in the community. Am I going to do
some different? I’m 62 years old and don’t know anything better. So, it’s a little bit
late. Having said all those things, farming is cyclical. You just ride it out. And try
not to be in a financial situation where the next down cycle will put you out of
business. That’s the key. Read more HERE.
> Transportation's Looming Overhaul: The transportation industry is teetering
between tried-and-true business models of the past and an alluring, but uncertain,
future. he modernization of cars, trucks, planes and public transit could be one of
the greatest reorderings of civilization since the dawn of the horseless carriage. A
historic shift to cleaner, more economical, automated transportation is underway.
More than 1,400 self-driving cars, trucks and other vehicles are being tested
across the country, according to Transportation Secretary Elaine Chao. Electric
cars are going mainstream, with 35 battery-powered models available in U.S.
showrooms next year and 130 by 2026, per IHS Markit. UPS just won permission
to launch the first commercial drone delivery service and Uber, Boeing, Google and
others are developing air taxis. All of this change is roiling an industry that
provides jobs to 13.3 million people in the U.S. and represents a 9% slice of the
U.S. economy. The future, industry leaders predict, is a clean, highly-tuned,
multimodal transportation system that includes shared, connected vehicles
running on electrons rather than gasoline and in which driving is optional. But that
vision is being challenged by unforeseen technical hurdles, crumbling
infrastructure and a stalled-out federal government that has yet to create
standards and regulations for the coming changes, leaving strapped states
struggling to step in. Read more HERE.
> Will Germany's Carbon-Pricing Program Spread Globally? Now that
Germany has adopted a carbon-pricing program, it could create a ripple effect
among other developing countries. But the key to such a strategy is to set a price
that is high enough to motivate companies to pursue cleaner alternatives. The
central premise behind penalizing carbon releases is to get utilities and other
industrial giants to invest in greener energies and modern methods. Two general
paths are typically pursued, although each one can vary — as they have among
those countries and jurisdictions trying or considering them: the first is a straight
up tax on CO2 releases while the second is a free market trading program.
Developing a carbon pricing system is at the core of Germany's climate policy. The
introductory price is set at 10 euros, or $11, a ton. That rate will gradually
increase and hit 35 euros or $39 in 2025. Experts say that such prices need to
reach at least $40 a ton. Australia, Canada and Great Britain are either considering
or enacting pricing programs. And Austria might be forced to make a move. In all
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cases, it’s a question of how to structure their plans and how to ensure stable
energy prices. Verbund, Austria’s largest electricity group, says Germany has
made an important step here, and other countries will not be able to avoid it. Read
more from Forbes.
> How Baseball Cards Got Weird: Baseball-card collecting really ought to be
extinct. It’s an analog hobby in a digital world, an expression of fandom in a sport
whose attendance is in slow decline and whose cultural relevance is in free fall. But
the hobby has not only persisted; it’s found effective, if peculiar, methods of
adapting to an inhospitable environment. The story of the baseball-card market is
a story of scarcity. Before the 1970s, varying prices for individual baseball cards
were virtually unheard-of. It was only in the ’70s, as Baby Boomers sought out
favorite cards from their youth, that certain stars began to soar in value. By the
’80s, blue-chip cards were outperforming the S&P 500 and collecting had
transformed from a sleepy novelty into a billion-dollar industry. In 1991,
approximately 18 million people in the United States bought at least one newly
issued pack, spending $2 billion to acquire nearly 21 billion baseball and other
sports cards. Then the bottom fell out. In their eagerness to put new product in
front of Boomers and their kids, manufacturers had flooded the market with
cardboard. Yet even as the market was tanking, efforts were afoot to save it.
Scarcity, it turned out, could be engineered. Read more from The Atlantic.
> Sam Adams Utopias Beer is so Strong it's Illegal in 15 States: Samuel
Adams released a new—and limited—batch of its seasonal Utopias beer that some
states are already banning from shelves. While an average beer’s alcohol by
volume, or ABV, falls below 10 percent, the new release is the highest naturally
fermented beer at 28 percent, according to Forbes. Only 77 wooden casks of the
“extreme barrel-aged beer” were brewed this year, which also leads to its limited
availability. States that are already barred from selling the brew include Alabama,
Arkansas, Georgia, Idaho, Missouri, Mississippi, Montana, New Hampshire, North
Carolina, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Carolina, Utah, Vermont and West Virginia.
The custom 25.4-ounce bottle retails at $210. Previously, the brewer has
distributed somewhere between 13,000 and 15,000 Utopias bottles, but it is
unclear how many bottles will be distributed this year. The initial release of
Utopias came in 2002 and now the beer company’s 11th release is the most “timeintensive” and “complex process” yet, according to Samuel Adams. With the latest
batch, this blend of malt and hops have been “aged up to 24 years in a variety of
barrels.” The company says its brewers utilized several yeast strains during
fermentation, including one typically reserved for champagne, and a "ninja yeast,"
created for its ability to survive and continue fermenting in an environment that
has such a high alcohol level. Read more about it HERE.
> Tech Billionaire Slashes Prices of His Silicon Valley Mansion From $96.8
Million to $54.8 Million: Scott McNealy, who co-founded the computer
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technology company Sun Microsystems in 1982, has slashed the price of his
Silicon Valley mega-mansion by nearly half after listing the property for $96.8
million last year. REX homes, a real estate company where McNealy serves on the
advisory board, said earlier this month that the property has been reduced to
$54.8 million. McNealy originally built the four-story mansion with his wife, Susan,
in 2008. The couple says they spent approximately $11 million to build it from
scratch, according to a REX spokesperson. The 13-acre property in the hills of Palo
Alto, California — a hub for tech billionaires — includes a full-sized ice rink, pool,
golf course, indoor basketball court and even a hidden safe room with “panic
buttons,” according to REX. The mansion has 20 rooms and roughly 32,000 square
feet of living space. You can get a look inside the sprawling property HERE.
> A Bride's 4 Grandmas Were the Flower Girls at Her Wedding: A
Tennessee bride went a little outside wedding tradition of having young children as
her flower girls and ask her four grandmas to take on the role instead. Lyndsey
Raby asked her two grandmothers, her great-grandmother, and her new husband
Tanner's grandmother to be co-flower girls for her big day. 90-year-old Kathleen
Brown, 70-year-old Joyce Raby, 76-year-old Wanda Grant, and 72-year-old Betty
Brown all stepped up to the plate. Raby told HuffPost that she knew she wanted to
involve her grandmothers in her big day as soon as she got engaged. "I felt so
blessed to have them all here so I wanted them to be involved too," she told the
news site. "I do believe they were more excited than my bridesmaids," Raby said,
adding that she encourages other engaged couples to give their grandparents
roles in the wedding party. "It means so much to them and it will mean so much
more to you," she said.
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Northeast Colorado - There was 40+ mile per hour constant wind for over 6
hours this weekend. In some cases, the wind gusts hit just under 60 miles per
hour. With corn that was fairly dry already, it didn't take long for ears to get blown
to the ground. With yields already down 20% in some areas from last year, this is
exactly the last thing anyone needed. This wind blew through eastern Colorado
and Western Kansas and Nebraska so a large area is dealing with corn on the
ground. Just when we thought this year couldn't get worse...
Western Missouri - Most guys are down to their last 5-6 fields of corn on the
high end. We have been facing the rain in the forecast pretty consistently in the
last few weeks. About the time we get back into the field we get 0.30 to 1.0 inch
of rain. We should be able to get back in the field on Wednesday but more rain on
Thursday. This leg of corn is not nearly as dry as the first 75% either. We are
dealing with corn that is 20% moisture on some of our worst fields. Once we get
passed Thursday the weather opens up a little better, and we should be able to
finish up. We now just need to figure out what to do with wet corn.
Northern Minnesota - We harvested soybeans last weekend but were stopped
due to rain Monday and Tuesday. We should clear up after that but the
temperatures are going to be just cold enough to not do much drying yet keep the
ground unfrozen. The yields are much better than last year so tearing up the fields
a little to get this crop out makes a lot more sense than it did last year. We have
tracks on nearly everything but I have seen several tire guys digging out with
back-hoes and wench trucks. When you need a back-hoe you are beyond stuck in
my opinion. The tracks and rear-wheel assist help us stay floating and steer
better. Guys with just tracks seem to have trouble steering but they are staying
above the ground. It's about an hour of downtime every time we eat a pile of mud
getting the draper cleaned out, so that's fun.
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TODAY'S RIDDLE: What is something that you always have with you but you
always leave behind?

Grand Farm's Moonshot Goals... to be Advanced Ag Hub by 2025
Brian Carroll, director of Grand Farm, is looking to make history by creating the
world’s first fully autonomous farm with a mix of robotics, IoT, and driverless
vehicles, and he hopes to have it completed by 2025. Born by an idea from agtech entrepreneur Barry Batcheller of Fargo back in March of 2017, I'm told the
initiative is patterned after Kennedy’s "decade challenge", where he sought to put
a man on the moon by the end of the 1960s. Following a meeting with industry
leaders in July of last year, 40 acres were immediately donated by Batcheller and
planning has been full speed ahead since. Grand Farms, which is located just south
of Fargo, has a goal to be a leading research center for entrepreneurs and ag-tech
companies, basically a development and testing ground for the future of every
facet of farm technology.
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Grand Farm will specifically impact farmers in a couple of ways. First, technological
developments will push farmer access and open an agricultural era for farms of all
sizes. From what I understand, automation and smaller vehicles will be developed
and lower the entry barrier across the agriculture industry, and hopefully play a
role in reviving small farms and rural America. With these developments, comes a
lower cost of entry into agriculture which could play a key role in getting more and
keeping more families farming. Interestingly, and worth taking note of, Grand
Farms will also provide direct investment opportunities for farmers. I'm told that
Grand Farms is hoping to have a group of farmers who put money into these
companies and get back equity, as well as taking full advantage of all
developments. The thought is, if regular farmers are not confident to invest in the
technology, how can they expect others to be.
Beyond 2025, the plans call for significant capital to be attracted to the venture,
with plans to be patterned after the early environment in Silicon Valley. This
venture is definitely worth keeping our eyes on for the reasons mentioned above,
as it could have direct impact on the future of all of our operations. Make sure you
recognize change has to and is happening at lightning speed in our space and if
part of your role as CEO isn't to stay informed and ahead of the curve, through
research, networking, experimenting and watching what the successful operators
are doing, then I suspect you won't be farming much longer. Don't get complacent
just because you see the finish line a few years away, or fall victim to believing
what has worked in the past will always work. Plenty of people are counting on
you to pass the baton off with a view to the future. If you are interested in
learning more about the initiative, you can visit the website HERE. Also, for those
interested in plugging into the community of individuals and companies involved in
this and similar projects, Emerging Prairie is hosting their third annual Cultivate
Conference November 14, where they will explore the convergence of agriculture
and technology as you hear from all corners of the agriculture ecosystem and
learn about tech innovations happening in the industry. (Source:agprofessional,
inforum.com, eventbrite)
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World Series Start Tonight... What You Need to Know!
Washington Nationals and Houston Astros will meet in the 2019 World Series
tonight at 7:08 CST. Tonight's game is in Houston and is being aired on FOX. Two
of the game's best starting pitchers will be on the mound in game #1, the
National's three-time Cy Young winner, Max Scherzer, against Houston's #2 Gerritt
Cole. Keep in mind, this might be one of the most exciting pitching matchups
we've seen in a World Series throughout the past decade with duals throughout
the week like Scherzer vs. Cole, Strasburg vs. Verlander, and Greinke vs. Corbin.
In addition, Houston matches their exceptional pitching with an equally talented
lineup of hitters like Jose Altuve, George Springer, Michael Brantley, and Alex
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Bregman. On the flip side, I don't think Washington has quite the horses coming to
the plate with really the only major power hitters being Anthony Rendon and Juan
Soto. But, the one thing the Nationals have that the Astros don't is plenty of
speed. As we learned from the 2015 Royals World Series championship, "that what
speed do!" It will be interesting to see who comes out on top this year. As for the
entire series, I'm taking the Houston Astros. From my perspective, they simply
seem to have the most well-rounded team. The Nationals are definitely scrappy
and have good pitching, but I think the Astros will just be too much to handle in
the World Series. I'm thinking the bullpens of both teams could be what decides
the series. The late-innings could get very interesting... Below are some additional
fun facts:
Nationals First World Series - Not only are the Nationals trying to win
their first World Series, but this will be their first World Series appearance in
franchise history. Meanwhile, the Astros will be trying to win their second
World Series in the past three years after winning their first-ever in 2016.
Cinderella Story - Only three previous teams in history have ever gone
from 12 games under .500, as the Nats were on May 23 at 19-31, to the
World Series, and only one of them, the 1914 Boston Braves, actually won it.
The craziest part about how the Nationals started their season is they were
sporting 50-1 odds of winning the World Series on May 23rd. In addition,
since the Wild Card came into existence in '95, just six Wild Card teams have
won the World Series. Crazy how the tables can turn in just a few months
and the odds the Nationals are going against in this series.
History of this matchup - The Astros are 27-36 all-time against the
Nationals and last played them in the regular season in 2017, losing two of
three games. Houston last played in Washington in 2014, getting swept in
two games. In addition, the Astros have lost 14 of their last 16 games
against the Nats since Sept. 11, 2011.
Who will Win the Battle at 3rd Base? - In a battle of premier third
basemen, National League MVP Award candidate Anthony Rendon, a Houston
native, will face off against AL MVP Award candidate Alex Bregman, who has
deep ties to Washington baseball. Throughout 2019, Rendon hit .319 with 34
dingers, 44 doubles, and 126 RBIs. Bregman sported a .286 batting average
with 41 home runs, 37 doubles, and 112 RBIs. Neither will probably win the
MVP with Trout favored to win in the AL and Bellinger favored to win in the
NL, but both look to finish in second place after their incredible seasons.
2012 - 2014 Detroit Tigers are Back! - For everyone that doesn't know,
the Detroit Tigers super-rotation that failed to win a title are back in the
World Series again this season. Justin Verlander, Max Scherzer, and Aníbal
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Sánchez all pitched for the Tigers in their 2012 - 2014 run. Keep in mind, this
power rotation got embarrassed in 2012 getting swept by the San Francisco
Giants. In addition, the Tigers didn't want this to happen again in 2014 so
they acquired David Price and also picked up Rick Porcello along the way, but
still wasn't enough as they lost to the Orioles in the ALDS. Verlander is the
only pitcher from this crew to win a World Series.
The Odds - According to Odds Shark, the Astros have 4/9 odds of winning
the whole thing and the Nationals have 9/5 odds of winning it all in 2019. In
addition, the series has 6/1 odds of going 4 games, 13/5 odds of going 5
games, 39/20 odds of going 6 games, and 21/10 odds of going all 7 games.
Ticket Prices - With both of these teams in the World Series, good tickets
can be hard to find. I've heard the cheapest seats in Houston are going for
around $400 per ticket. Seats along the third base line are going for about
$3,000, and dugout box seats are ranging anywhere from $1,500 to $5,000
per ticket. Tickets in Washington are going for at least $750 a seat as well as
getting up to $10,000 - $15,000 a ticket!
Hero to Many!!! - Yesterday I wrote about Altuve hitting a walk-off home
run to defeat the New York Yankees and send the Houston Astros to the
World Series, but it still continues to amaze me how far hard work can take
you in life. Click HERE to watch a short video about how hard Altuve would
have to work when he was younger just to find a baseball.
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The Day the World Held Its Breath... and a Massively Important
Leadership Trait to Pass Along!
It was on this day back in 1962 that President John F. Kennedy delivered a speech
telling the world that U.S. spy planes had discovered Soviet missiles in Cuba
armed and pointed towards the United States, with capabilities of striking a
number of major cities in the United States, including Washington, D.C.
What is now referred to as the "Cuban Missile Crisis" actually began on October
15, 1962—the day that U.S. intelligence personnel discovered that the Soviets had
built medium-range missile sites in Cuba. The next day, President Kennedy
secretly convened an emergency meeting of his senior military, political, and
diplomatic advisers to discuss the ominous development and how he would handle
it. On the night of October 22, Kennedy went on national television to announce
his decision. During the next six days, the crisis escalated to a breaking point as
the world teetered on the brink of nuclear war between the two superpowers.
I have been reading an interesting book called "Stillness is the Key " by Ryan
Holliday. The book explains how all great leaders, thinkers, athletes, and
visionaries share one indelible quality: the capacity for "stillness". Sometimes
cynically confused for idleness or ambivalence, stillness is actually the doorway to
discipline, focus, and mastery. Stillness is what allows the highest achievers the
ability to conquer their tempers, avoid distractions, calm their nerves, and discover
great insight and multiple perspectives. It's this stillness of the mind that also
allows the greatest baseball players to hit +100 mile per hour pitches and allows
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the greatest golfers to visualize the winning shot.
Stillness is what aims the archer's arrow. It inspires and allows new ideas. It slows
the ball down so that we might hit it. It generates and enhances visualization while
making space for gratitude and wonder. It's often considered the key to unlocking
the insights of genius and allows regular folks to achieve greatness.
Abraham Lincoln was said to have great "stillness". Most people at the time,
including most generals and politicians surrounding Lincoln, believed the Civil War
could only be won by decisive bloody battles in the country's largest cities. They
had advised Lincoln heavily that the major cities had to be secured and taken over.
Lincoln spent days studying and studying a large map and trying to slow down his
mind and his thinking. In the end, he instead pointed to towns like Vicksburg,
Mississippi, a much smaller town deep in Southern territory. It was a fortified town
high on the bluffs of the Mississippi River, held by the toughest rebel troops. Not
only did it ultimately control navigation of the important waterway, but it was a
key juncture for a number of important tributaries, as well as rail lines that
supplied Confederate armies and enormous slave plantations across the South.
Lincoln pointed and told his leaders that the small town of "Vicksburg" would be
the key to victory, not the large cities.
As it happened, Lincoln turned out to be exactly right. It would take years and
extreme commitment to carry out his plan, but that strategy laid out in the room
that afternoon by Lincoln is what ultimately ended the war and ended slavery in
America forever. Every other important victory in the Civil War... from Gettysburg
to Sherman's March to the Sea to Lee's Surrender can be attributed to Lincoln
instructing Ulysses S. Grant to lay siege to Vicksburg with all they had to offer, and
in turn, taking the town and splitting the South in two, gaining control of the
important waterway.
The once powerful leader Napoleon actually made it a habit to delay responding to
his mail and his messengers. He actually instructed his staff to wait three weeks
before opening any correspondence. When he did finally open the correspondence,
he loved to note how many so called "urgent" issues actually had taken care of
themselves. Napoleon was extremely selective about what type of information he
let get to his brain. He also believed there was a huge difference in things people
deemed urgent and things that are actually vitally important. Most urgent things
simply take care of themselves whereas most really important things will still be
important as time passes. He believed one of the keys to life and happiness was in
figuring out how to filter what was inconsequential from the essential. The
important stuff will still be important by the time you get to it. The unimportant, or
that which you will have little control, will have made it self obvious or simply have
disappeared over time. Then with stillness rather than needless urgency and
exhaustion, you will be able to sit down and give what deserves consideration your
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fullest attention and thought.
President Kennedy, much like Lincoln and Napoleon, was not born with
stillness. He developed the trait over time by overcoming many obstacles and
mistakes. Just like the greatest athletes, who cultivate and develop mental
stillness as they overcome failed attempt after failed attempt. Tolstoy once said,
one of the most difficult things to do in life, which seems like it would be the
easiest, is to simply be present in the moment.
Kennedy knew on that October afternoon in 1962 how he reacted in the moment
would dictate the future of our great nation and millions of American lives were
dependent on these next few moves. He had recently read Barbra Tuchman's "The
Guns of August ", a book about the beginning of WWI, which imprinted on his mind
the image of overconfident world leaders that rushed their way into a conflict that,
once started, they couldn't stop. With this in mind, Kennedy wanted everyone to
simply slow the game down and buy time. In his notes that were taken on a yellow
notepad during the crisis with his team of leaders that was later obtained,
Kennedy had actually doodled two sailboats, trying to calm himself with thoughts
of the ocean he loved so much. He also doodled a passage from another book he
had recently read by strategist BH Lindell Hart, which read... "Keep strong, if
possible. In any case, keep cool. Have unlimited patience. Never corner an
opponent and always assist him to save face. Put yourself in his shoes, so as to
see things through his eyes. Avoid self-righteousness like the devil, nothing can be
so blinding."
In what became Kennedy's motto during the Missile Crisis, he told his advisors, "I
have to think of why the Russians did this." He asked himself over and over, "What
is the advantage they are trying to get?" As Arthur Schlesinger, Kennedy's advisor
and biographer wrote, "It was his capacity to understand the problem of others
that allowed him to make the best decisions". It became clear to Kennedy that
Krushchev put the missiles in Cuba because he believed Kennedy was weak. But
that didn't mean the Russians believed their own position was particularly strong.
Only a desperate nation would take such a risk, Kennedy realized. Armed with this
insight that came through many discussions with his team and long walks and
periods of stillness in the rose garden, he began to formulate an action plan.
Clearly a military strike was the most irrevocable of all options, especially with
what had happened just a year earlier with the "Bay of Pigs" invasion.
Kennedy instead decided to move forward with a blockade of Cuba. Many political
insiders attacked Kennedy for his less aggressive choice of action. Kennedy saw it
as a way to "buy time" and preserve his other moves. Kennedy wanted to use
"time" as his tool, as he believed it would give Krushchev a chance to fully grasp
the stakes of the game and perhaps reevaluate. Kennedy then delivered an
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address to the American people on this day, October 22, 1962, explaining to the
public it wasn't possible to simply back down. He was also using this time to send
a more clear message to the Russians. Kennedy said in this great speech "... We
will not prematurely or unnecessarily risk the cost of world wide nuclear war, in
which even the fruits of victory would be ashes in our mouth, but neither will we
shrink from that risk at any time it must be faced."
The two biggest and most powerful nations in the world were "eyeball to eyeball".
If you read the reports and intel that has since been released it was much scarier
than many might realize. Russian submarines surfaced off the U.S. coast, an
American U2 spy plane was shot down, a Russian tanker ship threatened the
quarantine line, Soviet missiles that were thought to be only partially assembled
were actually fully armed and ready to fire. At the direction of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, U.S. military forces went to "DEFCON 2", the highest military alert ever
reached in the postwar era, as military commanders prepared for full-scale war
with the Soviet Union.
Russian leaders wanted to know if they could pressure this young and apparently
weak President Kennedy? Would his emotions get the best of him? Would he be
able to filter the noise, chaos, and confusion they had created in the moment?
On October 26, 1962, eleven days into the crisis, the Soviet leader Krushchev
wrote Kennedy a letter saying that he now saw the two sides were pulling on a
rope with a knot in the middle, a knot of war. The harder each pulled, the less
likely it would be that they could ever untie it, and eventually, there would be no
choice but to cut the rope with a sword. Suddenly the crisis was over as quickly as
it began. Many psychologists and historians say that for a brief period of time
during the crisis, Kennedy was able to achieve that stage of clarity and stillness
that allowed him to navigate the troubled waters.
Kennedy worried that the history books and people would get it all wrong,
reporting that we stood up to the Soviets threatening them with superior weapons
and mass destruction until they backed down. He insisted the lesson was not at all
about force but rather the power of patience, restraint, discipline, conviction,
humility, empathy, and that calm and rational leadership prevailed on both sides.
This lesson of "stillness" in the mind is a great lesson for us all to remember on
this day! It's a great lesson to pass along to our children and
grandchildren. (Source: History; Wiki; Stillness is the Key by Ryan Holiday; Arthur
Schlesinger)
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ANSWER to riddle: Fingerprints.
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Sponsored by AgSwag
Tired of battling poor customer service, poor quality and lack of premium
selection in the swag space?
AgSwag now offers our members the latest fashions and trends from brands
such as: Branded Bills, Carhartt, Champion, Cutter & Buck, Drake, Fairway and
Greene, Filson, Ice Shaker, Marmot, New Era, Nike, North Face, Pacific
Headwear, Under Armour, Yeti… and more
Swag should NOT be considered a “cost” or an expense for business owners.
When used properly in a well thought out campaign “corporate swag” can
dramatically reduce the cost of new customer acquisition, client churn and
retention, expedited development of brand ambassadors, etc. The Van Trump
family believes their AgSwag business can deliver on those promises.
AgSwag is not trying to be the lowest cost supplier. We are trying to partner
with “best-of-practice” and like-minded businesses to bring a better “return-oninvestment” by designing and helping to implement a well thought out
corporate swag strategy and campaign. There are hundreds of online
companies that offer quick ways to throw a corporate logo on a cheap hat or tshirt. AgSwag offers the best in selection, design, implementation, and service!
Click HERE to learn more!
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Call to order your AgSwag today @ 816-221-SWAG!
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